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BOOKS:

(PN 1998.2 .M68)

**Anders Ruhwald: One Thing Follows Another (and You Make it Happen).** Muncie, IN: David Owsley Museum of Art, Ball State University, 2013.
(NK 4210 .R84 A5)

(SB 466 .F83 J27)

(NK 1520 .V56)

(NE 2312 .K38 A97)

(NC 998.6 .S75 W46)

(TR 724 .B43)

Bogost, Ian. **Alien Phenomenology, or, What It’s Like to Be a Thing.** Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2012.
(BD 331 .B59)

(NA 2760 .C44)

(N 8239 .S65 N38)

(NA 2540 .D34)

(N 7477 .D43)

(N 8217 .F65 D44)


Helfenstein, Josef. *Form, Color, Illumination: Suzan Frecon Painting.* Houston, TX: Menil Foundation; Bern, Switzerland: Kunstmuseum Bern; New Haven, CT: Distributed by Yale University Press, 2008. (ND 237 .F89 H45)

**Helmut Federle.** Köln: König, 1999. (N 7153 .F43 A4)


James Turrell. New York: Guggenheim, 2013. (N 6537 .T78 A3)


Vaknin, Judy, Karyn Stuckey, and Victoria Lane. All This Stuff: Archiving the Artist. Faringdon, Oxfordshire: Libri Publishing, 2013. (N 440 .A45)


**DVDs:**


(DVD PN 1997 .B18)

(DVD PN 1997 .A41)

(DVD PN 1997 .C36)

(DVD PN 1997 .E69)

(DVD ML 400 .T84)

Polley, Sarah. **Stories We Tell.** Santa Monica, CA: Lionsgate, 2013.  
(DVD HQ 503 .S76)

(DVD PN 1997 .H368)

**LECTURE DVDs:**

(CAA LECTURE Brannon 2014)

(CAA LECTURE Brett 2014)

(CAA LECTURE Halsall 2014)

(CAA LECTURE Mott 2014)

(CAA LECTURE Resnikoff 2014)